
June 24, 2022

To: City of Burnaby Transportation Department <transportation@burnaby.ca>
Cc: Amy Choh <amy.choh@burnaby.ca>, Po Sun <po.sun@burnaby.ca>

HUB Cycling’s Burnaby Committee would like to bring to your attention the intersection of Imperial
Street and Humphries Avenue/Morley Drive, along the Lakes Bikeway. This intersection is currently
uncontrollable by cyclists and pedestrians.

In its current state, the intersection is risky due to:

● Imperial Street can experience high volumes of traffic that can cause those wishing to cross to
wait for prolonged periods of time.

● Imperial Street allows for motor vehicles to move at speeds that are difficult to properly judge
and safely navigate when crossing.

● The anticipated increase in usage from densification of Kingsway + Edmonds Project and
Transport 2050.

We would like to request improvements to this intersection by suggesting the following:

● A signal light that is controlled by people walking or cycling.
● The creation of marked pedestrian crosswalks with any necessary sidewalk modifications.
● The painting of green bikeway crossing marks.
● Signage along Imperial notifying drivers of a bikeway and pedestrian crossing.

Thank you,

Blake Standard
HUB Cycling, Burnaby Local Committee
burnaby@bikehub.ca

About HUB Cycling

HUB Cycling is a charitable not for profit organization that has spent over 23 years removing barriers to cycling in
Metro Vancouver, while cultivating the health, environmental, and economic benefits that active transportation can
bring. HUB has educated thousands of people, motivated thousands more, and championed improvements that
#UnGapTheMap to create a connected cycling network. HUB Cycling’s mission is to get more people cycling more
often. HUB Cycling has close to 3,000 members and more than 45,000 direct supporters. HUB Cycling has 10
volunteer committees across Metro Vancouver that encourage cycling for all ages and abilities (AAA) in
municipalities across Metro Vancouver. For more information, visit bikehub.ca.
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